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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

OVERVIEW 

In 2014, the Town of Bridgton, Maine finalized a comprehensive plan that establishes a 
framework to guide and manage “attractive, well-placed, high-functioning commercial 
development that will enhance our lives as citizens here as well as help balance our tax burden.” 
With a firm commitment to implementation, the plan prioritizes three core projects: creating a 
land use ordinance, expanding the Town’s wastewater treatment system, and developing the 
local economy. In the summer of 2019, the Town enacted a new Land Use Ordinance intended to 
implement the goals expressed in the Town’s 2014 Comprehensive Plan. 

In November of 2018, voters approved the issue of bonds to fund service upgrades of wastewater 
infrastructure in the Town, as well as infrastructure improvements to downtown Main Street 
streetscapes. As of the fall 2019, the Main Street streetscape improvements are underway with 
expected completion date of winter 2020. Upgrades to the wastewater infrastructure are currently 
underway and are expected to be completed by the end of 2022.1 In conjunction with these 
activities, the Town has recently hired a Community Development Director to manage and 
oversee economic and community development initiatives. 

In the Spring of 2019, the Town contracted with the Center for Business and Economic Research 
(CBER) at the University of Southern Maine (USM) to conduct an economic market analysis to 
identify economic and community development opportunities the Town is best positioned to 
pursue, given the planned upgrades and local, state, and global market conditions. The goals of 
this analysis are multiple: 1. To provide a robust understanding of Bridgton’s current conditions, 
assets, strengths, and challenges, 2. To identify potential opportunities to advance community 
and economic development, and 3. To provide the Town and Community Development Director 
a roadmap for future implementation. This project will provide a core set of adaptable 
information and marketing materials the Town can use to respond to and pursue new 
opportunities. 

This analysis is not intended to be a complete economic development strategy for the Town, but 
it provides the necessary information needed to develop such a strategy. This analysis identifies 
significant opportunities for development considering the objectives developed in the Town’s 
Comprehensive Plan and Land Use Ordinance, input from residents and the business community, 
and within the context of local and regional market conditions. This analysis draws upon a 
variety of data sources, including existing secondary public and proprietary sources, interviews 
with over 40 business and community leaders in Bridgton, and a survey of Bridgton residents. 
These findings and strategic ideas represent the opportunities that align with global trends, 

                                                
1 https://bridgtonmaine.org/wastewater-department/ 
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existing assets, and expressed preferences of town residents and visitors. We make no judgment 
on which opportunities the town should pursue but rather simply identify the opportunities that 
have potential. This Executive Summary reports on the key findings and the strategic 
opportunities and action items that arose from those findings. The Executive Summary is 
designed to be a stand-alone document that can be easily reviewed with limited time. The full 
report provides in-depth analysis and reporting of findings and should be viewed as a 
supplemental resource.  

 
KEY FINDINGS 
The key findings are organized by first discussing the implications of global macroeconomic 
trends on Bridgton’s economy, followed by findings specific to Bridgton that we believe are 
most significant to Bridgton’s future and capitalize on economic and community development 
opportunities. 
 
1. The nature of economic activity has changed and the future of work has implications 

for rural communities. 

Over the past several decades, the nature of economic activity has changed dramatically and 
emerging technologies will continue to have significant implications on the future of work in 
rural areas like Bridgton. It is no secret that traditional manufacturing industries that once served 
as the economic base for many communities have declined. In today’s economy, development 
and growth in the United States is largely driven by activities focused on innovation and 
technological development, which are increasingly concentrated in large urban areas. A recent 
study by the Brookings Institution found that 90 percent of employment growth in tech jobs 
between 2005 and 2017 were concentrated in just five large metropolitan areas.2 Rural places 
typically lack the advantages of deep pools of high-skilled labor and other benefits gained from 
dense spatial proximity. Much of the manufacturing that once dominated rural places has shifted 
operations overseas or has been replaced by mechanization or other labor displacing 
technologies. For many places, the manufacturing activity that remains is often small, niche 
advanced production with some geographic connection or requirement to the firm’s location. 
Workforce demands are typically for more specialized skill sets or require higher levels of 
formal education and training.  

Emerging technologies in artificial intelligence, robotics, and quantum computing have raised 
concerns about the displacement of jobs. Although some jobs will be lost as a result, other jobs 
will be created and the future workforce will require constant upskilling and retraining if firms 

                                                
2 https://www.brookings.edu/research/where-jobs-are-concentrating-why-it-matters-to-cities-and-regions/ 
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and economies are to remain competitive.3,4 It is therefore important for firms, particularly 
smaller businesses that lack internal training capacities, to be connected with job training 
resources in the region and state. 

At the same time, knowledge workers and younger generations now demand greater flexibility in 
the workplace. New forms of work have emerged where workers can now complete tasks 
entirely remote of a central office location. Free from locational constraints, remote workers are 
able to live and work wherever they choose.  Recent evidence suggests that places with high 
levels of recreational and cultural amenities have attracted remote workers at a higher rate and 
other places.5 Internet connectivity is a critical enabling technology to these trends and places 
seeking to remain competitive in both attracting new economy firms and workers must provide 
fast and reliable broadband connectivity. 

These trends suggest several implications for Bridgton:  

A. Expectations of attracting technology firms should be tempered, and the more likely 
targets will be small niche firms with some existing presence or personal connection to 
Bridgton or the region. 

B. Workforce development is and will continue to be a critical component of the health and 
competitiveness of Bridgton’s businesses and the region. 

C. The future of work opens up new opportunities for attracting individuals, families, and 
information-oriented businesses to live and work remotely in Bridgton by leveraging 
Bridgton’s quality of place attributes and amenities. But this requires excellent and 
reliable internet/broadband connectivity, and continued attention to amenities such as 
good public education and healthcare. 

2. Rural is no longer defined as a place, but as a lifestyle. 

The past several decades have brought about a shift in location preferences of American’s and 
the appeal of rural places. Rural is no longer viewed as simply places of extraction industries, 
such as agriculture, mining, or manufacturing. Instead, rural areas are home to an increasingly 
diverse populace and the quality of life many rural places provide is attractive to both retirees 
and younger generations. Recent evidence suggests rural areas focused on outdoor and nature-
based recreation activities are more likely to have experienced greater economic and population 

                                                
3 https://workofthefuture.mit.edu/sites/default/files/2019-
09/WorkoftheFuture_Report_Shaping_Technology_and_Institutions.pdf 
4 https://corporate.walmart.com/media-library/document/america-at-work-report/_proxyDocument?id=00000168-
dec5-d9f9-a7f8-deed73c70001 
5 Wallace, R.D. and H.R. Renski. 2019. Remote Worker Migration in the United States: The Role of Place-Based 
and Household Characteristics. Presented at the 2019 annual meeting of the Association of Collegiate Schools of 
Planning, Greenville, S.C. 
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in-migration than other places.6 In Maine for instance, outdoor recreation contributed $3 billion 
dollars to gross state product (GSP) compared to $2.2 billion from construction for instance, and 
supported approximately 41,000 jobs in the state.7 Bridgton is a recreation destination and it is 
well positioned with stocks of natural assets and geographic location to leverage these trends. 

3. The rise of online retail is reshaping retail and downtown spaces that emphasize 
consumer experiences. 

The rise of internet technologies and online e-commerce has resulted in a rapid shift in the 
growth of online retail. Coupled with the rise of big box stores, this has dramatically curtailed 
demand for small-scale retail space and altered the uses of downtown spaces in rural towns. 
Downtown is now viewed as an experience where shoppers and consumers go for entertainment 
and recreation - experiences that are not easily or cannot be obtained online. Online retail is 
expected to continue exponential growth into the foreseeable future, although currently a 
majority of products are still purchased at physical retail locations. Store locations that provide 
experiences to customers or niche, artisan craft products are more likely to thrive. Local retailers 
may be able to tap online markets to supplement sales and maintain physical storefront viability. 
Proactive communities and downtown business organizations may also be able to stimulate retail 
activity by hosting experiential events in the downtown business district, which are generally 
good for community capital building as well. 

In Bridgton, demand is limited and seasonal in nature, which constrains the number and viability 
of downtown storefront businesses. Resident and visitor survey respondents expressed a desire 
for a vibrant downtown with more retail, restaurant, and entertainment options. Yet, many 
respondents also expressed a desire for less traffic and people. The bottom line is that in order for 
the downtown to bolster and remain vibrant, there must be sources of consistent consumer 
demand to patronize and support local business storefronts if they are to survive and thrive. 

4. Changes in consumer preferences towards experiential, craft, and artisan goods and 
services, as well as preferences for walkable locations by older and younger generations. 

 
In line with the growth of e-commerce, a cohort of consumers favor shopping of more niche 
local and artisanal craft goods and experiential services, for example “Made in Maine” or “Made 
in Bridgton”. On a grander scale, the burgeoning gastro-economy and craft beverage industry in 
the southern and coastal Maine region are powerful examples that Bridgton may seek to 
piggyback and capitalize. There have also been regulatory and policy changes that present 
opportunities for manufacturing and production activities. The legalization of recreational 

                                                
6 Headwaters Economics https://headwaterseconomics.org/economic-development/trends-performance/recreation-
counties-attract/ 
7 US Bureau of Economic Analysis https://www.bea.gov/news/2019/outdoor-recreation-satellite-account-us-and-
prototype-states-2017 
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marijuana is one example, however, given the sensitive nature and passionate views around these 
issues, communities must decide and agree in advance whether these types of activities will be 
welcomed and their community. A second opportunity pertains to alternative energy 
development, such as solar arrays that are more sensitive to viewshed disruptions. A number of 
vacant parcels along Portland Road may be suitable for a utility scale solar development. The 
extent to which Bridgton can promote and tie its quality of place brand to locally produced craft 
goods can promote experiential retail opportunities in town. 
 
Younger and older generations are now also exhibiting a greater demand for walkable 
neighborhoods, multi-family housing, and walkable proximity to recreational and entertainment 
opportunities. This has driven demand for downtown housing. 

5. Bridgton is a key regional hub that is growing while other rural areas are declining. 

As a regional hub in southwestern Maine, Bridgton serves as a service center for many 
communities within a 45-minute drive. Bucking the trend of many rural places, Bridgton has 
experienced population growth in recent years, while many other communities have experienced 
population decline and the challenges associated with it. Although forecasts suggest modest 
population growth of full-time residents in the future, all signs point to Bridgton continuing to be 
an attractive retirement and seasonal destination which will also add to seasonal population 
totals. This will present both opportunities and challenges to development. This will increase 
demand for housing, and increase both foot traffic and revenue for local businesses. The number 
of retirees will go up, increasing demand for health care and other community services, but only 
add minimally to the town and region’s workforce. As the cost of living in cities and urban areas 
continue to rise, places like Bridgton are becoming more attractive. As employers allow 
workplace flexibility as an attraction and retention tool, more workers may seek to live in smaller 
communities with high amenities such as Bridgton and commute less frequently to office 
locations in Portland. In order to attract well paid, educated workers and families who can 
choose to live anywhere, Bridgton schools should be a priority for investment and improvement.  

6. Bridgton has a strong brand and based on a small town feel, natural assets, and 
recreational opportunities. 

Bridgton’s most important assets are foundational to its identity as a small, quaint town 
surrounded by an abundance of natural amenities that provide a number of recreational and 
cultural opportunities. These amenities are enjoyed by residents and visitors alike and make 
Bridgton an attractive destination to live and play. Although rural in nature, Bridgton is still 
geographically proximate to the Portland metropolitan area and many of the urban amenities it 
provides, such as transportation infrastructure, diverse cultural amenities, and employment 
opportunities. These core natural assets must be protected and cherished. 
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7. People and community are Bridgton’s most important assets. 

In addition to Bridgton’s natural assets, community survey respondents consistently identified 
people and community of Bridgton as one of the town’s greatest assets. Indeed, the town is home 
to many successful residents and deep wells of experience and knowledge in a variety of 
capacities that can be tapped or leverage to help advance community development in Bridgton, 
and in many cases, people work together and help each other. However, there does appear to be a 
lack of systems allowing information and knowledge to be shared, and for relationships, both 
professional and personal, to develop. More intentional, centralized catalysts to foster 
community and social capital building can pay big dividends in terms of community and 
economic development, especially in small communities such as Bridgton. 

8. Bridgton residents are generally supportive of economic development that maintains 
and does not disrupt the character of the town. 

Bridgton residents are generally supportive of economic development in town as long as it 
maintains and does not disrupt the character of the town. Results from the community survey 
suggests that residents are overwhelmingly not in favor of big box stores, strip development and 
to a lesser extent chain or franchise businesses. However, in the event they must come these 
types of businesses should be located along the gateway corridors, specifically along Portland 
Road. Some residents also expressed concern that development may lead to a resemblance of 
places like Route 302 in Windham or Raymond, which they consider to have unattractive “strip-
mall” development. Some residents expressed concerns with change more generally. It is 
important to point out that Bridgton, like most communities, has never remained in a constant 
state and has evolved in response to a number of economic trends throughout its history. 

There also appears to be a disconnect between wanting a nice place to live and lively downtown 
but not wanting more people, investment, or development. This view often leads to the desire to 
constrain development in the downtown area, which will ultimately push any new developments 
to the outer corridors and result in a declining Main Street. It is appropriate and necessary for 
larger operations to be located in Gateway corridors, but forcing out other businesses that could 
be accommodated in the downtown only leads to increase cost to taxpayers to the ongoing 
maintenance of infrastructure, reduced foot traffic in the downtown, and serves as a 
discouragement to new businesses and industries. Furthermore, lowering tax burdens were also 
frequently cited as desirable while maintaining existing levels for services. Without additional 
development, tax burdens will continue to rise with costs and fall largely on residential tax 
payers. In addition, without investing in education and critical public services, the town becomes 
less attractive to younger populations and families that view the quality of those services as a 
central factor in location decisions. 
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9. Tourism continues to be the key sector economic driver. 

Tourism continues to be the key sector economic driver, but the seasonal nature is challenging to 
long-term development and stable employment opportunities for younger generations. Seasonal 
population has increased over the past decade, suggesting the seasonal population totals will 
continue to grow. The growth in seasonal residents, retirees, and other visitors should continue to 
support tourism industries and business opportunities. On the other hand, tourism jobs typically 
do not provide stable, year-round employment with living wages that is attractive to younger 
generations. Finding opportunities to fill gaps in seasonal recreational and cultural offerings 
continue to be an urgent need for the town. 

10. The Bridgton region has modest strengths in manufacturing, health care, and to a more 
limited extent forest products and agriculture. 

Outside of tourism and recreation, Bridgton and the region have some opportunities for new 
business attraction and development. As a service center, health care continues to be a dominant 
sector. Although there have been community concerns regarding the future of Bridgton Hospital, 
the likelihood is still strong that the hospital will remain a viable and critical employer in the 
years to come. It is essential that the community and broader region support the hospital, as it 
remains a critical asset and economic base for the town, and if lost, would have a lasting negative 

Attract more year−round residents who
are retired or do not need jobs

Train & connect local employees to
remote jobs

Attract more seasonal residents and/or
increase their local spending

Attract more tourists and/or increase
their local spending

Support remote working opportunities and
training for current residents

Encourage locals purchase more goods
locally

Attract more year−round residents who
are bringing their own businesses or

remote work jobs

Support residents to start new
businesses

Support artisans and craft−makers

Grow existing businesses that pay
property taxes or employ locals

Attract new businesses that pay property
taxes or employ locals

0 100 200 300
Frequency

Q14: What types of strategies do you think Bridgton should pursue to help
enhance the local economy? Check all that apply.

Note: Universe includes all respondents
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impact on the community and region.8 Other key industries include precision and advanced 
manufacturing, as well as construction, primarily in the residential sector. Outside of Bridgton 
but in the region are strengths in agriculture production and forest products. Workforce 
constraints continue to be a major challenge in attracting and expanding existing businesses.  

11. Workforce shortages are a critical challenge for the area. 

Workforce shortages and availability of skilled labor is the most significant challenge in 
attracting retaining and expanding businesses in Bridgton and the region. One of the single most 
important factors for businesses in the site selection process is the availability of a skilled 
workforce. The limited scale and depth of the Bridgton regional workforce is a real challenge to 
targeting and attracting new businesses to town. There are only a few training resources in 
Bridgton in addition to the Lake Region High School and Vocational Center, but there are a 
number of resources regional and statewide that can be leveraged. Linking workforce training 
resources to any attraction and retention package will be vitally important as Bridgton pursues 
development opportunities, especially in manufacturing, health care, and trade-based industries.  

12. Bridgton has a fair amount of vacant land to support new development, but more 
limited in turnkey-ready vacant commercial and industrial buildings. 

Bridgton appears to have a large amount of vacant developable greenspace, both publicly and 
privately owned, in both the downtown surrounding area and Portland Road gateway corridor 
(Route 302). However, attracting greenfield development to Bridgton from firms without a 
presence already in the town or region will be challenging. Experts suggest that most businesses 
of the scale that would target Bridgton as a location will range between 10 and 30 employees. 
Although this does not suggest locating a business with 100 or more employees is impossible, 
the likelihood is small and will require new construction, though Bridgton should still be 
prepared to respond in the event interest is shown. The most likely commercial opportunities will 
seek an existing vacant building that can be easily adapted and occupied in a short amount of 
time, rather than greenfield site development.9 Approximate building size of a desirable existing 
building would typically be under 10,000 square feet of space, with good internet connectivity 
and competitive energy costs.  

                                                
8 https://mehaf.org/wp-content/uploads/Maine-Rural-Health-Profiles-Statewide-View-Rural-Health-September-
2016.pdf 
9 Based on personal communications and interviews with Maine and Company, developers, and other site selection 
experts. 
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With the exception of hotel and residential development, the low supply of vacant buildings 
suggests limited opportunities for greenfield development in Bridgton. However, expansion of 
businesses with a regional presence may require development of greenfield parcels and the 
construction of new facilities. The town should also consider businesses that are capital 
intensive, which reduces the likelihood of relocation in the future. As an example, a small CNC 
manufacturer in the supplier network of large regional Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) 
may be a good target. Virtually all businesses will seek an incentive to locate in Bridgton so it is 
critically important to be ready to respond with an appropriate incentive package. Greenfield 
development opportunities may be limited to lodging and residential construction and potentially 
commercial or medical office space. There are new opportunities in the emerging recreational 
and medical marijuana space in the form of cultivation, production, and testing which if 
appropriately negotiated could provide substantial tax revenues to the town. For the majority of 
operations, the industry is somewhat restricted by the availability of bank capital because of 
federal regulations limiting the size of investment a business can make in a new facility. 
However, more importantly the town should decide early on about whether this use will be 
acceptable in town and in the locations proposed. Developers, investors, and businesses need 
predictability and consistency from the town if they are to invest money that will help create jobs 
and help improve the economic vitality. Another important consideration is the availability and 
relative affordability of power and broadband infrastructure, in which investments may help 
bolster strong regional comparative advantages. 

13. The Portland Road 302 gateway corridor is well positioned for larger, new 
development. 

The Route 302 Portland Road gateway corridor is a prime location for larger new greenfield 
development opportunities, including lodging, office and medical space, warehousing, and any 
other large developments that require large space and parking. Planned wastewater expansion 
will pave the way for any number of opportunities for development. There are a number of 
parcels suitable for such development opportunities, while several smaller parcels can 
accommodate more modest development. The Portland Road gateway corridor is also the first 
impression people obtain in their approach to downtown Bridgton and thus reflects the health 
and quality of the town. The corridor desperately needs streetscape upgrades and improvements, 
such as those proposed in the 2004 economic development strategy. In particular, in many cases 
there is a lack of definition as to where a property starts and where the highway ends. Safe 
pedestrian and bike access is also important, particularly as the corridor approaches Main Street 
and downtown. Streetscape improvements such as tree and shrubbery plantings and signage can 
make powerful statements about the town and provide a welcoming approach to the town center. 
These views are reflected in the community survey and interview responses received during the 
analysis. 
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14. A crucial need for leadership, professionalism, and proactivity. 

Bridgton needs advocates in the economic development space to market and sell Bridgton as a 
destination for living and working. Likewise, survey and interview findings suggest that there is 
a perception of a lack of professionalism in some leadership spheres in town and that some town 
officials may lack a basic understanding of and expertise in the development process and their 
role in it. This is crucially important. Anecdotal evidence of experiences travels quickly, 
particularly when negative. Once word gets out, Bridgton could quickly be recognized as a 
community to avoid by developers and investors. Clear expectations need to be set and adhered 
to. Developers and businesses need predictability in the permitting and development process and 
the lack thereof poses a risk to investment. They need to know whether a project or business will 
or will not be welcomed by the community up front. If development projects are consistently 
shunned or opposed once well into the permitting and approval process, the town will be avoided 
altogether.  

15. Small business and entrepreneurial support and infrastructure can be improved. 

Economic development prospects in Bridgton are largely based on existing small businesses and 
employers in the community, as well as new businesses to be started. While a variety of technical 
and support resources for small business exist through various agencies, organizations, and 
service providers, there is a lack of connectivity or facilitation to help local businesses access or 
connect to those services. Likewise, creating a culture of creativity and entrepreneurial spirit is 
important to enabling new opportunities in the community.  

16. The 2004 Economic Development Plan and Comprehensive Plan should be followed. 

The 2004 economic development plan identifies a number of development opportunities in the 
downtown Village District. These include sites for housing, parking, redevelopment for retail 
and office space, downtown sidewalk upgrades, expansion of the community center that includes 
Recreation Redevelopment opportunities, and extension and improvement to riverside trails. 
While several of these opportunities have been explored or are currently being implemented, 
many of them still hold today and should be incorporated or used as a guide for proactive 
opportunities going forward. Similarly, the recent comprehensive plan provides strong guidance 
for ways in which to pursue opportunities for community and economic development.  
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STRATEGIC OPPORTUNITIES  

The strategic opportunities that emerge from key findings emphasize four themes: endogenous 
growth, network building and connectivity, placed building, and leveraging existing strengths 
and assets. In line with the desires of the community, the opportunities and action items 
identified here are aimed at maintaining and protecting the character of Bridgton, while 
leveraging its strengths and assets considering market opportunities. Many of these strategic 
opportunities are interrelated with each other, and some action items will advance multiple 
objectives. Each opportunity and associated action items are described in more detail below and 
organized in the action plan matrix attached. 

1. Promote and catalyze development opportunities along the Portland Road 302 gateway 
corridor. Given current market conditions and demands for existing buildings, the small 
number of turnkey ready vacant properties suggests it may be a challenge to attract new 
businesses from outside of the region. However, there is ample vacant land available for new 
greenfield development that can accommodate a variety of uses. Fundamentally, however, 
Bridgton should focus more generally on marketing its quality of place as a reason why a 
business and workforce should locate in town. The following suggestions are provided to 
promote development opportunities along the corridor. 
a. Target industries with the most likely prospects for expansion or attraction. These 

include small scale precision and components manufacturing, such as machine 
fabrication (CNC machining) and food and beverage manufacturing facilities. Production 
and testing facilities for hemp and marijuana industries should also be considered or 
pursued, given the in-state market opportunities emerging.10 Warehousing and logistic 
facilities supporting large distribution and supplier retail and wholesale industry networks 
may provide another viable opportunity. Commercial and medical office space are likely 
candidates for greenfield development. The 302 corridor can accommodate larger scale 
lodging and conference/banquet center development. The most likely candidates for 
development and attraction include expansion of existing local and regional firms or 
businesses whose owner or key staff have some connection to Bridgton or the region. The 
likelihood of attracting a new business unconnected to Bridgton will most likely be 
leveraged by marketing Bridgton as a great community to live. 

b. Explore feasibility of business park for commercial office, medical, and light 
industrial space. Opportunities to recruit greenfield development will be enhanced if site 
ready parcels are available. A business park could provide a key asset for the town to 
market. Regionally, this appears an outstanding opportunity. Two large blocks of parcels 
(core parcels are 0010-10/11 & 0009-0065) are candidates, some of which are on-market 
and others are not or unknown. 

                                                
10 https://www.pressherald.com/2019/10/07/marijuana-testing-labs-will-maine-have-enough/ 
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c. Assist in the marketing and promotion of vacant properties and greenfield sites. The 
town should maintain an up-to-date inventory of vacant parcels both off and on-market 
and make sure that on-market properties are listed on state databases, including the town 
or economic development corporation's website, so that site selectors and business 
attraction organizations are aware of opportunities. The town may also use these 
mediums to promote ideas for uses of specific sites and pitch development ideas. 

d. Implement streetscape and aesthetic improvements along the corridor. Expand the 
walkable streetscape along the corridor to accommodate multiple modes of transport 
including sidewalks and bike lanes without limiting freight transport. Consider tree and 
landscape improvements and maintenance to better define the corridor and set 
impressions of town. Require new developments to locate parking behind buildings and 
incentivize clustering of businesses. 

 
2. Promote and enhance the vibrancy of downtown as an experience. The downtown 

corridor is the heart of Bridgton and the community. Ongoing streetscape improvements will 
have a major impact on the corridor and provide a great foundation to stimulate new 
investments and enhance the vibrancy and quality of place core to Bridgton’s identity. 
Continuing to invest in placemaking activities that stimulate year-round use and provide an 
experience will help create demand and support vital to downtown businesses. The following 
action items should be considered as opportunities to support a vibrant downtown corridor. 
a. Incentivize and encourage multi-unit housing development (including mixed-

income) and increases density in the downtown Main Street area. Both older and 
younger generations are increasingly choosing to locate in or proximate to walkable 
downtowns with easy access to amenities. Create and pursue a plan to build more 
attractive, mixed-income, multi-generational housing that is walkable to Main Street. 
This will increase foot traffic to businesses, increase the tax base, build the small town 
community feel, and reduce the infrastructure cost and traffic caused by sprawl.   

b. Encourage small businesses and small-scale commercial office space and multi-use 
redevelopment to locate in the downtown area. Small service-oriented businesses are 
demanding smaller square-footage for offices and increasingly are seeking to locate in 
vibrant downtown areas to attract younger, high-skilled workers to increase connectivity 
to local communities.  

c. Identify and promote appropriate lodging opportunities that are within or 
proximate to the downtown. Given that Bridgton is a destination for visitors, there is a 
lack of lodging options that could bring more visitors downtown and patronize other local 
businesses. These could include a small boutique hotels and bed and breakfast style 
lodging. 

d. Create a program to incentivize and assist landlords and owners to make 
improvements to buildings and facades. Now that Main Street is getting a facelift, the 
town should consider creating a facade improvement program or leverage local bank 
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community reinvestment dollars to assist in updating buildings along Main Street, and 
when necessary plan for redevelopment. 

e. Support an online marketplace for Bridgton retail businesses. Establish a Bridgton 
branded online store and marketplace in which local businesses are able to promote and 
sell products and services online to seasonal residents, visitors, and the outside world. 
This can both help support and market Bridgton by building brand affinity. Examples are 
currently being experimented with in Rumford, Maine with great success. Also consider 
the Maine e-commerce Collective11 as a means to promote Bridgton retail businesses. 

f. Support alternative work arrangements and opportunities. Assess the feasibility of 
community coworking and entrepreneurial hub space. Consider leveraging existing 
community spaces, such as the town library or renovation of vacant buildings in the 
downtown area. 

g. Increase connectivity with other areas of town and sites of interest. Example 
opportunities include, 1) Connect ski area to downtown to bring residents through 
advertising on-site and other promotional events, and 2) Provide van shuttle service that 
circulates throughout the town along the Main Street corridor and other points of interest 
and housing. 

h. Increase open space, walkability, and connectivity in the downtown. Fill in gaps with 
temporary or permanent “pocket parks” and improve trail connectivity connecting with 
outstanding assets, such as Payson Park, Willet and Stevens Brooks, and the lakes. 

i. Plan seasonal events and activities that stimulate off-season visitation and 
experiences in the downtown. Find and enlist local community leaders and artists to 
host off-season activities in the downtown, such as snowperson building contest, polar 
bear swims, pond hockey games or tournaments, “Warm-your-heart Valentine’s Day 
celebration”, and “Planting the seeds of spring downtown clean-up” as examples.  

 
3. Expand recreational opportunities and cultural offerings that enhance tourism and 

resident quality of place. Tourism is Bridgton’s economic base and will continue to be so in 
the foreseeable future. Exploring opportunities to improve and brand itself as a recreational 
and cultural destination should be a priority. This includes year-round opportunities for 
visitors and residents alike.  
a. Assess the feasibility of recreation center in the former school off of Depot Street. 

Create a recreation facility that can accommodate locals and tourists, young and old. The 
center may include offerings such as fitness classes, indoor basketball, soccer, adult ed, 
boys and girls club, food pantry, gym for adults, indoor walking track and groomed 
outdoor trails. 

b. Create amenities for year-round outdoor lifestyles. Explore opportunities for 
expanding cross-country skiing trails and warming huts, biking and walking trails that 

                                                
11 https://www.maineecommercecollective.com/ 
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connect across the length of town to restaurants, lodging, and rental facilities for public 
and tourist paddling. Explore opportunities for off-season uses like mountain biking at 
Shawnee Peak and coordinate development and resources necessary. 

c. Connect to and leverage the craft food and beverage economy in the Portland area. 
Target opportunities for small craft breweries, pubs, and events in Bridgton. Promote 
diverse food economy opportunities, including small food craft makers and artisans. 

d. Support and encourage community artisans, crafters, and makers. Consider 
establishing “Bridgton Works” - a collaborative hub that provides a community, 
education, shared retail, and exploration space for makers, artisans, ideas, and alternative 
workers that welcomes visitors and residents - or similar community organizations.  

 
4. Implement proactive approaches to economic development, marketing, and leadership. 

Bridgton needs a champion that is proactive in marketing Bridgton in economic development 
circles in the state that pursues and promotes initiatives and opportunities for community and 
economic development in the town and the region, and is able to secure resources that help 
promote and support economic vibrancy in Bridgton. The recent hiring of a full-time 
community development professional is a step in that direction. Town leadership also needs 
to be a champion for Bridgton and recognize its decisions now will have lasting impacts on 
the economic future of Bridgton. 
a. Utilize the Community Development Director (CDD) as a ‘face’ of Bridgton that 

markets and advocates for the town in economic development circles in the state 
and region.  The CDD should serve as a connector that conducts business outreach and 
visitation, engages and leverages regional and state economic development resources, and 
identifies and pursues relevant federal, national organizational, and philanthropic 
resources for targeted projects and initiatives. 

b. Campaign state representatives to adjust income limits under the Pine Tree 
Development Zone program for Bridgton to better align with surrounding 
communities. The Pine Tree Development Zone (PTDZ) program administered by the 
Maine Department of Economic and Community Development is a powerful business 
incentive in Maine that grants tax credits in designated regions for certain businesses in 
industries that create new jobs that meet income thresholds. Currently, income thresholds 
for Bridgton are based on Cumberland County ($58,654), the highest in the state and 
heavily weighted based on Portland wages. In order to make the PTDZ more competitive 
in Bridgton, the town should solicit state reps and agencies to campaign to lower 
Bridgton’s income requirements so that they better align with Oxford County ($36,239) 
and the communities that surround and are more economically integrated with Bridgton. 

c. Update and maintain websites with important relevant economic, demographic, and 
workforce information. In today’s marketplace, it is imperative that current business 
information is provided in a professional manner on town and related websites, including 
the Bridgton Economic Development Corporation, Chamber of Commerce, and Town of 
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Bridgton’s Community Development webpage. The demographic and economic profile 
in the full report and accompanying data source matrix and maintenance plan provides a 
foundation for updating data points of interest to developers, businesses, and the 
community. 

d. Diversify social media platforms. Establish a presence on Instagram to market and 
highlight Bridgton’s natural beauty and happenings through images and short video clips. 
While Facebook is primarily used by the older demographic, Instagram is more widely 
subscribed to by younger populations - a demographic Bridgton should be catering to. An 
example of a creative use of Instagram social media is to stage seasonal photography 
contests (#LoveBridgton) that encourage local artists and hobbyists to take photos of 
Bridgton to help organically market and build brand affinity. 

e. Revamp, align, and utilize the Chamber of Commerce and Bridgton Economic 
Development Corporation to market and promote Bridgton as a destination for 
business. The BEDC should play a primary role in business attraction and retention and 
should be one of the first stops for interested businesses and site selectors to learn basic 
profile and background information about Bridgton. These organizations should be used 
to spark interest and to help coordinate incentive and financial programs, site selection, 
and other traditional economic development activities.  

f. Create a community and business leader economic development committee that 
consists of visionary and motivated champions of Bridgton. The committee will be tasked 
with generating ideas and special projects for marketing Bridgton and creating 
excitement in the town. The committee could craft narratives of success stories in and 
around Bridgton to reframe and enforce the narrative that businesses can and are 
successful in Bridgton. 

g. Identify and promote professional training opportunities for town leaders. Both 
survey and interview findings suggest concerns with the professionalism of town 
leadership boards and committees and basic understanding of processes. Provide or 
identify training opportunities for elected and appointed officials and interested residents 
in leadership, facilitation, communication, and best practices of public processes and 
permitting. There are a number of programs and classes provided as local and state higher 
education institutions, such as in the Muskie School of Public Service at USM. 

h. Establish Bridgton as a key regional hub of southwestern Maine. Explore 
opportunities under the new Maine Economic Development Strategy to collaborate with 
state agencies as a “hub of excellence community”.  

5. Better utilize financial tools and grant funding opportunities to leverage investments. 
Bridgton has financial economic development tools at its disposal. In addition, there are a 
number of state government, federal, and philanthropic organizations that provide certain 
types of grants and funding programs for specific projects. These resources can be better 
targeted and leveraged to achieve specific goals related to community and economic 
development in town.  
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a. Identify grant and financial opportunities to support and catalyze community 
development. Compile and maintain a list of grant programs and funders and then align 
and prioritize funding opportunities with project goals. This may also include connecting 
local organizations and businesses with grant and funding opportunities. 

b. Market incentives and economic development tools more effectively. This includes 
Pine Tree Zone and TIF districts front and center in any targeted attraction package and 
in marketing materials for the town to potential businesses and investors.   

c. Make better use of CDBG allocation and other grant funding opportunities. 
Although federal HUD community development block grants (CDBG) are granted with 
strict criteria, the funds are significant and can be used to leverage larger investments in 
town and fund large infrastructure projects and other programs and initiatives. Rather 
than funding multiple small projects each year, the town should consider developing a 
strategic plan for its HUD CDBG allocation that align with strategic goals. 

 
6. Bolster workforce capacity and competitiveness. Workforce availability and training is 

one of the most important considerations in firm location and expansion. Bridgton should 
seek to identify training and funding opportunities, connect with regional and state workforce 
training bodies and service providers, and leverage local school programs, including the Lake 
Region Vocational Center. There may be opportunities to gain support and funding for the 
Vocational Center by connecting directly with employers to help build a workforce pipeline 
and meet training needs. Likewise, exploring the opportunities for the Vocational Center to 
provide a workforce training program for companies interested in locating in Bridgton may 
provide an important resource and opportunity to attract businesses. The following specific 
activities and opportunities are suggested. 
a. Connect with state and regional workforce resources and explore opportunities to 

connect with local firms and meet local workforce needs. There are a number of 
regional and statewide resources including, Coastal Counties Workforce Investments (the 
regional workforce investment board), Southern Maine Community College, York 
County Community College, and the University of Southern Maine.  

b. Engage with local schools to promote employment opportunities and career 
pathways in Bridgton. Work with Lake Region High School and its Vocational Center 
to promote career pathways in the construction trades, health care, and industrial 
production and machining industries by making sure school leaders, guidance counselors, 
and instructors are aware of those pathways. Explore and create formal program 
arrangements with employers to introduce students to career paths and internships. 
Connect workforce preparation and training opportunities at Lake Region Vocational 
Center with business attraction and retention activities. Host events like a regional ‘cool 
stuff’ showcase where businesses and organizations show kids some interesting piece of 
equipment or tool used in their business like a 3-D printer, medical device, or trade tool. 
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c. Market Bridgton as a live-work destination for younger generations, particularly in 
the urban areas of Portland and Lewiston-Auburn and to people and families that 
have a connection to Bridgton. Pursue low-cost marketing efforts to target and attract 
migrants based on quality of place assets, emotional affinity, and through existing 
resident networks. The town should also be connected with Live and Work in Maine and 
the Governor’s new “Welcome Home” program. 

d. Promote Bridgton as a destination for remote work. Almost half of seasonal and part-
time residents reported working remotely at least part of the time while staying in 
Bridgton. Although data currently indicates a relatively small number of people report 
working from home on a full-time basis, there is new evidence that suggests remote 
workers are more likely to move to places with recreational and cultural amenities and 
that offer a lower cost of living and slower ‘pace of life’. A number of communities and 
regions are pursuing strategies to target and cater to these types of workers. 

 
7. Focus on community network building, social capital, and connectivity. Aside from its 

natural assets, Bridgton’s greatest resource is its people, their ideas, their creativity, and their 
experiences. Often social capital goes undetected if not nurtured and proactively developed, 
particularly with respect to those residents that are new to town. By creating ways for people 
to connect, share information, and ideas the greater the prospects of leveraging of social 
capital to promote community vibrancy, inclusion, and collaboration. 
a. Improve communication and coordination of existing happenings. Create more ways 

to share and cross-pollinate events, such as a comprehensive online shared community 
calendar where events are posted on multiple social media sites as well as a Constant 
Contact -style Bridgton Happenings email lists. Hire an intern to establish a process for 
collecting and posting events.  

b. Establish a community welcoming social network. Create a “2 Degrees Program” 
where local connectors welcome and engage potential and new residents, to engage 
seasonal residents as potential new employers, leaders, and participants, and to host 
events and create places for community conversations to connect new and old residents. 
A number of places, including Portland, have successfully created such programs.  

c. Leverage resident networks to target and attract new residents and visitors to 
Bridgton. The best marketers and advocates of Bridgton are its people. Find ways to 
empower and enable Bridgton residents to tell the story of Bridgton to the outside world. 

d. Create an “Under 35” advisory council that help incorporate younger perspectives into 
shaping the present and future of Bridgton. What young families want and why they 
choose to make a life in Bridgton is shaped by different reasons and preferences than 
future generations and it is vitally important to have these perspectives heard in the 
community.  
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8. Establish support and resource networks for small businesses and entrepreneurs. Small 
businesses and entrepreneurs are often unaware of the organizations that can help them 
achieve their dreams and leverage their ideas into commercial opportunities. Likewise, 
resources to assist in the transition of businesses from owner to owner upon retirement or 
other life event may help keep stores from closing as owners move on. 
a. Connect local businesses and entrepreneurs with appropriate resources in the 

region, state, and national. A number of programs in the Portland region and state are 
available to provide technical assistance and connections to local business experts. Host 
networking and education events, “Bridgton Business Connection”, for existing 
businesses to help bridge these connections    

b. Engage seasonal and retired people to assist with business challenges or to begin 
new enterprises. Bridgton is home to a number of successful people, both seasonal and 
year-round, with decades of experience and extensive national and global networks. This 
is a tremendous potential resource to tap, and it will grow as more retirees decide to live 
in town. Harnessing this social capital could be a tremendous asset. 

c. Create programs for kids to learn about being entrepreneurs and to develop skills. 
Work with local schools to hold contests in town that enable children to build creative, 
problem solving, and social skills that solve community and business challenges. 
Examples include contests for recreation economy innovation ideas, designing public 
space, or solving community challenges. (eg.. Bridgton Regional Innovation 
Development for Growing Entrepreneurs program) 

 

9. Enable broadband infrastructure buildout and use as a competitive advantage. Internet 
broadband infrastructure that is both reliable and performs well is one of the most important 
competitive advantages in today’s economy. Bridgton should engage with state efforts to 
expand broadband service, quality, and reliability, including the state economic development 
plan and Cumberland County Broadband Playbook (CCBP). 
a. Create a community broadband team and begin a ConnectME precertification 

checklist to apply for ConnectME community broadband planning grant to identify 
needs and goals. This should include a low level feasibility analysis building upon the 
CCBP materials that investigates the various ownership structure options and regional 
community partnership options for broadband expansion. Consider an application that 
includes Bridgton region. 

b. Leverage statewide initiatives. Be engaged with the various initiatives and plans 
currently underway in the state and region and represent Bridgton in those conversations.  

c. Utilize federal resources. In particular, leverage the USDA toolkit and finance programs 
currently available.12  

 
                                                
12 https://www.rd.usda.gov/files/508_RDeConnectivityToolkit121918.pdf 
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10. Protect natural resources and increase and promote access and use. Bridgton’s natural 
resources are its most critical place based assets. The health of Bridgton’s natural assets will 
reflect the health of Bridgton as a community. While these assets can be leveraged to support 
economic vibrancy and quality of place, equal attention should be paid to protecting those 
resources from activities that may threaten the health of those resources. The town has 
already taken one step as the upgrades to the Sewer infrastructure currently underway 
mitigate environmental impacts from the Wastewater system. There are several other steps 
the town can take to help ensure the protection of natural resources. Also, identifying 
opportunities that leverage year-round access to natural resources will help bolster Bridgton’s 
identity as a recreation destination.  
a. Create a regional natural resources access and protection plan. This should include a 

plan for creation and maintenance of trails for walking, biking, hiking, snowmobiling, 
winter and summer recreation facilities, resource protection, agriculture, and 
conservation. Identify and preserve sensitive ecological areas and connect parcels of 
conserved land. Work with regional municipalities and land management organizations, 
such as Echo Land Trust, to establish a committee, secure grant funding (e.g. USDA), 
and execute plan. A successful case for this type of network is Kingdom Trails in 
Vermont.13   

b. Support outdoor activities and recreation events like a ice fishing derby, pond 
hockey events, trail running, biking, rugby, swimming, triathlon, and wildlife and 
flora oriented activities. In conjunction with community capital building, these events 
should connect and help build Bridgton’s two most important assets, natural and social 
capital.  

c. Continue to monitor water quality and restrict development, boat use, and 
pesticides as necessary to protect the pristine quality of lakes. Ensure that existing 
systems are updated and enforced. Revise land use ordinances as necessary to discourage 
housing development that creates new roads and runoff. 

d. Ensure leadership and town resources are adequately staffed and trained. Ensure 
code enforcement has sufficient staff and support to address and pursue code violations 
that affect the pristine quality of streams and lakes. Provide training to planning staff and 
board to understand regulations and environmental impacts.  

 
 
 
  

                                                
13 https://www.kingdomtrails.org/ 
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ACTION PLAN PRIORITY MATRIX 

ID Opportunity Action / Task 
Priority / 

Timeframe 
1. Promote and catalyze 

development opportunities 
along the Portland Road 
302 gateway corridor. 

a. Target industries with the most likely prospects for expansion or attraction. High / 
Immediate 

b. Explore feasibility of business park for commercial office, medical, and light 
industrial space. 

Medium / 
Short-term 

c. Assist in the marketing and promotion of vacant properties and greenfield sites. Medium / 
Short-term 

d. Implement streetscape and aesthetic improvements along the corridor Low / Mid-
term 

2. Promote and enhance the 
vibrancy of downtown as 
an experience. 

a. Encourage multi-unit housing development and increase density in the downtown 
Main Street area. 

Medium / Mid-
term 

b. Encourage small businesses and multi-use redevelopment to locate in the downtown 
area. 

Medium / 
Long-term 

c. Identify and promote appropriate lodging opportunities that are within or proximate 
to the downtown. 

High / Mid-
term 

d. Create a program to incentivize and assist landlords and owners to make 
improvements to buildings and facades. 

Low / Mid-
term 

e. Support an online marketplace for Bridgton retail businesses. Low / Mid-
term 

f. Support alternative work arrangements and opportunities. Medium / Mid-
term 

g. Increase connectivity with other areas of town and sites of interest. Low / Mid-
term 

h. Increase open space, walkability, and connectivity in the downtown. Medium / 
Long-term 

i. Plan seasonal events and activities that stimulate off-season visitation and 
experiences in the downtown. 

Medium / Mid-
term 
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3. Expand recreational 
opportunities and cultural 
offerings that enhance 
tourism and resident 
quality of place. 

a. Assess the feasibility of recreation center in the former school off of Depot Street. High / Short-
term 

b. Create amenities for year-round outdoor lifestyles. Low / Long-
term 

c. Connect to and leverage the craft food and beverage economy in the Portland area. Medium / 
Short-term 

d. Support and encourage community artisans, crafters, and makers. Medium / Mid-
term 

4. Implement proactive 
approaches to economic 
development, marketing, 
and leadership. 

a. Utilize the Community Development Director (CDD) as a ‘face’ of Bridgton that 
markets and advocates for the town in economic development circles in the state and 
region.   

High / 
Immediate 

b. Campaign state representatives to adjust income limits under the Pine Tree 
Development Zone program. 

High / short-
term 

c. Update and maintain websites with important relevant economic, demographic, and 
workforce information. 

High / 
immediate 

d. Diversify social media platforms. Medium / 
short-term 

e. Revamp, align, and utilize the Chamber of Commerce and Bridgton Economic 
Development Corporation to market and promote Bridgton as a destination for 
business. 

High / 
immediate 

f. Create a community and business leader economic development advisory committee. Medium / 
Short-term 

g. Identify and promote professional training opportunities for town leaders. Medium / 
short-term 

h. Establish Bridgton as a key regional hub of southwestern Maine. High / Long-
term 

5. Better utilize financial 
tools and grant funding 

a. Identify grant and financial opportunities to support and catalyze community 
development. 

High /Short-
Long term 

b. Market incentives and economic development tools more effectively. High /Short-
Long term 
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opportunities to leverage 
investments. 

c. Make better use of Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) allocation and 
other grant funding opportunities. 

Medium / 
Short-term 

6. Bolster workforce capacity 
and competitiveness. 

a. Connect with state and regional workforce resources and explore opportunities to 
connect with local firms. 

Medium / Mid-
term 

b. Engage with local schools to promote employment opportunities and career pathways 
in Bridgton. 

High / Short-
Long term 

c. Market Bridgton as a live-work destination for younger generations. High / Short-
Long term 

d. Promote Bridgton as a destination for remote work. Medium / Mid-
term 

7. Focus on community 
network building, social 
capital, and connectivity. 

a. Improve communication and coordination of existing happenings. Low / Mid-
term 

b. Establish a community welcoming social network. Low / Mid-
term 

c. Leverage resident networks to target and attract new residents and visitors to 
Bridgton. 

Medium / 
Long-term 

d. Create an “Under 35” advisory council. Medium / 
Short-term 

8. Establish support and 
resource networks for 
small businesses and 
entrepreneurs. 

a. Connect local businesses and entrepreneurs with appropriate resources in the region, 
state, and national. 

High / Short-
term 

b. Engage seasonal and retired people to assist with business challenges or to begin new 
enterprises. 

Medium / 
Short-Long 

term 
c. Create programs for kids to learn about being entrepreneurs and to develop skills. Medium / 

Short-Long 
term 

9. Enable broadband 
infrastructure buildout and 

a. Create community broadband team and begin application process for ConnectME 
planning grant. 

High / 
Immediate 

b. Leverage statewide initiatives. Low / Mid-
term 
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use as a competitive 
advantage. 

c. Utilize federal resources. Medium / Mid-
term 

10. Protect natural resources 
and increase and promote 
access and use. 

a. Create a regional natural resources access and protection plan. High / Short-
term 

b. Support outdoor activities and recreation events. Medium / Mid-
term 

c. Continue to rigorously monitor water quality and restrict development, boat use, and 
pesticides as necessary to protect the pristine quality of lakes. 

High / Short-
Long term 

d. Ensure leadership and town resources are adequately staffed and trained. Medium / Mid-
term 

 


